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The American Way
We are equal opportunity
employers, meaning we
do not discriminate in
any way during our hiring
process. That is the true
foundation of a company
built on integrity and
American principles.

Our MVPs

An All-American Manufacturing Company!!!
Here at FAM USA, we pride ourselves on being equal opportunity
employers. We are truly non-discriminatory; in fact, we welcome
variations in race, culture, religion,
sex, age and even disabilities as it
provides us a broadened perspective for our ever expanding consumer base of clients. We like to
say we are a true reflection of the
“melting pot” that originally set the
undeniably beautiful foundation of
the United States of America.

We offer accomodations for
workers with disabilities, exemptions for those with more strict
religious practices, leniency
towards working parents with
limited access to daycares, and
we love creating opportunities for
expression of culture, like our
upcoming Spirit Week where we
will dress up to work in the traditional garb of our cultures’ origins.
(Subsribe to our newsletter so you
won’t miss the results from it!)

Learn about some of
our top performing
employees, their
backgrounds, how we
accommodate their
uniqueness and why
we cherish them!

Communication
is Key
There are a total of 7
different languages
commonly used within
our workplace. Find out
how we navigate concise
communication amongst
each other!

SEWING DEPARTMENT
SUPERVISOR

Meet Our MVPs!!!
At this company, we love taking the time to celebrate our most valued
team players for their consistency and expertise!!!

MUI

Take Mui, for example, our most skilled and accomplished sewist, who we
consider to be the “soul” of the sewing dept. Mui has personally trained
almost every sewist we have on staff, adapting gracefully to the many
technical upgrades we have received in the recent decade. He has
mastered each specialty machine we have on the sewing floor; speaking
both Vietnamese and English, Mui has no issue communicating across
varous departments to make sure we all are on the same page.

CUTTING DEPARTMENT
SUPERVISOR

SEWING DEPARTMENT
SUPERVISOR

BHARAT

SAVIN

Here is a company favorite,
Bharat, A.K.A. “Always
Accurate.” Bharat has
overseen the cutting department’s operation for over 4
years, ensuring that all
garments are cut to specific
parameters and organized
efficiently before being sent
to the sewing floor.
He comes from an Indian
background, speaks 2
languages and is phenomenal at catching errors and
having them corrected
before it reaches the
corresponding departments,
saving us an unspeakable
amount of time and money!

Nothing Lost in Translation!
Did you know all our employees combined
speak a total of 7 languages? With English not
always included for some, you may wonder how
we are able communicate efficiently amongst
each other. We have a tried and true method of
navigation.
It’s called a Technical Packet, complete with
drawings specs, widely recognized industry
symbols, color coding, and detailed instructions,
we leave little room for misinterpretations. We
also communicate between departments, triple
checking our work and having each other’s
backs. Teamwork really does makes the dream
work, and at FAM USA, WE DREAM BIG!!!

Meet Savin, the “heart” of our sewing
dept. He sets the tone and pace of our
sewing floor, keeping the tempo upbeat
with his charming, charismatic attitude. In
spite of a missing limb, he is one of our
most active employees, our fastest sewist,
and he keeps a smile at all times.
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